Plate 11: Flood conditions in Ford Cuts.

Plate 12: Flood conditions in Ford Cuts.
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Attachment 6
From: Dylan Makgill
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2014 4:49 PM
To: a.brain
Cc: David Ede
Subject: RE: 67316 DOC Application to Divert Kaituna River through Ford's Cut .Removel of
floodgate.

Hi Alan,

I have followed up your enquiry with DOC regarding compliance with their consent.

They have contacted Regional Council’s Rivers and Drainage Team to get things
moving in terms of compliance with the issues that you have raised. Council’s
Compliance Officer for this consent is David Ede, I have copied him into this email.
David will take the lead on this however I am happy to be involved to provide advice.

Regards
Dylan

Dylan Makgill | Team Leader Consents| Bay of Plenty Regional Council | Mount Maunganui,
New Zealand | Ph: 0800 884 880 | Web: www.boprc.govt.nz
Please consider the environment before printing this email

From: Dylan Makgill
Sent: Monday, 12 May 2014 4:21 p.m.
To: 'a.brain'
Subject: RE: 67316 DOC Application to Divert Kaituna River through Ford's Cut .Removel of
floodgate.

Hi Alan,

Your correct that the flood gates are to be repaired and managed in accordance with
the conditions of this new consent.
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The applicant DOC confirmed that they would engage BOPRC’s Rivers and Drainage
Team to do this on a contract basis. I am following this matter up with the
Compliance Officer and will report back to you as soon as I know what is happening
in respect of getting this work done.

Regards
Dylan

Dylan Makgill | Team Leader Consents| Bay of Plenty Regional Council | Mount Maunganui,
New Zealand | Ph: 0800 884 880 | Web: www.boprc.govt.nz
Please consider the environment before printing this email

From: a.brain [mailto:a.brain@xtra.co.nz]
Sent: Saturday, 10 May 2014 2:52 p.m.
To: Dylan Makgill
Subject: Re: 67316 DOC Application to Divert Kaituna River through Ford's Cut .Removel of
floodgate.

Hi Dylan,the gains that you have out lined for me in issuing this consent have not
happened ..There has been no work carried out to fix the flood gates and operate
them as per conditions of the consent.This has been the case for over 12 years ..Is
this situation going to continue?.In not complying with this condition of the consent
it expose s my land under storm conditions to flooding and my stop bank to
erosion.It also negates the councils ability to control adverse pollution to the Maketu
estuary .Dose the council intend to follow up on this situation ..Regards Alan Brain.

From: Dylan Makgill
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 11:32 AM
To: a.brain@xtra.co.nz
Subject: 67316 DOC Application to Divert Kaituna River through Ford's Cut

Hi Alan,
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Please find attached the notification decision and conditions documents that you
have requested for the DOC application to continue the diversion of Kaituna River
water through Ford’s Cut.

As discussed I think there are some gains here for you in that the applicant has
agreed to engage BOPRC to fix the flood gates and operate them properly as per the
conditions of consent.

Also the term is only for 5 years as DOC expect that a more permanent solution
around diversion will implemented by Regional Council’s Natural Hazard’s Group
within that timeframe. Give the scale of what is currently being proposed I would
expect that that that application would be notified and that all persons including
yourself could be involved in the decision making process.

I would like to thank you again for taking the time to meet with us onsite last year
and discuss your issues in respect of this activity. While I think that I understand
your issues and can sympathise with them, I believe that in terms of the RMA that
the decision that has been made around notification of this application is the right
one.

Please get back to me with any other question.

Regards
Dylan
Dylan Makgill | Acting Team Leader Consents| Bay of Plenty Regional Council | Mount
Maunganui, New Zealand | Ph: 0800 884 880 | Web: www.boprc.govt.nz
Please consider the environment before printing this email
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Notes on “Kaituna River Re-Diversion Project: Scoping Report for
Assessment of Environmental Effects” (BOPRC 2013)
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“Kaituna River Re-Diversion Project: Scoping Report for
Assessment of Environmental Effects” (BOPRC 2013)
Questions and Comments
Alan Brain
20 July 2013
I have read and considered the report prepared by BOPRC entitled “Kaituna River
Re-Diversion Project: Scoping Report for Assessment of Environmental Effects”.
There are a number of issues that I need clarified and questions that need to be
answered. They are set out in the following sections under the same headings used in
the report.

Part 1: Background
What are the goals of the proposed re-diversion? What are the outcomes that are
being sought? These are not clearly stated anywhere in the report. It is fundamental
that the goals of a project be identified and clearly defined so that the project can be
designed to meet those goals. Currently, there are only vague objectives.
2nd bullet point: Goodhue (2007) is cited as stating that “95% of estuarine saltmarsh
has disappeared since 1956”.
 What is the original source of this data?
 I would like a copy of the original report.
3rd bullet point: kaimoana is a key issue in the river re-diversion project so:
 Surely, it is not acceptable to rely on “personal communications” for an issue
that is so fundamental to this project, even if those communications are from a
Regional Councillor.
 Is there any objective/empirical data related to changes in kaimoana
abundance?
 Is there any scientific data basis for the claim that any decline in kaimoana has
been caused by the river re-diversion and not by other factors such as reduced
water quality or over-collecting?
 What evidence is there that re-diversion will increase kaimoana diversity or
abundance?
 Which species of kaimoana is the re-diversion expected to favour?
 Have literature reviews been undertaken to determine the habitat requirements
of different species of kaimoana (e.g. salinity, tidal level, sediment size, water
quality) to determine which species are expected to ‘recover’ and where?
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Last bullet point: The strategy aims to create wetlands “as opportunities arise”.
Therefore, why was the opportunity not taken to purchase a farm that was offered for
sale by willing owners (Armstrong’s has sold at least twice in the past 6 years) and
why is the Brain farm being pursued instead?

Part 2: Report Objective
The report does not provide enough information about the options to let them to be
compared in a meaningful way (refer to comments on Part 5).
It is not the role of the community to identify matters that need to be addressed in the
AEE. It is the role of the proponent. If the proponent does not have the technical
skills to do this they must employ someone who does.

Part 3: Technical Considerations
Page 5, Paragraph 6 states “By maximising freshwater volume the benefits to
kaimoana and estuarine saltmarsh will be maximised by increasing the area of the
estuary with a salinity low enough to support such species and communities”.
 I would like copies of the data and reports that support this statement.
Page 5, Paragraph 9 states that one-way flow is necessary and that flap-gates will be
required to achieve this. The existing flapgates are permamently held open by debris
and have never achieved one-way flow. How will one-way flow be guaranteed?
Page 6, Paragraph 3:
 The figure of 2,400,000 m3 doesn’t seem to be consistent with paragraph 1 of
Page 5.
 Do the stated volumes refer to seawater entering through the mouth of the
estuary only or seawater entering the estuary mouth and the existing river
mouth at Te Tumu or a combination of freshwater coming down the river plus
seawater?
 What does this statement mean: “it may have some negative effects on water
levels during flood”?
o Is it implying that there may be flooding of Maketu village, the estuary
margins, and/or land further up-river?
o Will the new town to be built at Papamoa be at risk of flooding?
Stormwater from the development will be discharged into the Kaituna
River near Bells Road so would be “held back” if the river floods.
Page 6: List of likely advantages
 i) What evidence is there that it will “improve ecological values”, as claimed?
This is an important assertion and needs to be backed by scientific data and
robust evidence.
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ii) What evidence is there that it will “reduce sedimentation”? Paragraph 3 on
Page 6 only says that flood events will “assist in removing accumulated
sediment in the vicinity of the main channel and temporarily deepen and
widen the entrance”.



I would like a copy of the report that sets out the results of water/sediment
monitoring that were conditions of the consent for the current re-diversion?



iv) it is misleading to refer to privately-owned agricultural land as “potential
saltmarsh wetland habitat on low-lying land”. Using this definition, thousands
of hectares of the former Kawa Swamp between Papamoa and Paengaroa
should be considered for wetland restoration. Does BOPRC have plans to
acquire any other low-lying private land for wetland restoration?



v) What does this bullet point mean? Is BOPRC also planning to acquire land
from other owners using the Public Works Act?



vii) This statement is contradictory. Will access be “maintained” or
“significantly changed”? It can’t be both.



Viii) How can it be stated that there won’t be effects on flood levels upstream
if, as stated in Paragraph 3 on Page 6, more detailed modelling is required?

Page 6: List of likely disadvantages
 i) and ii) How will water flows be “staged” to reduce the impact of poor water
quality? How is this possible when water quality in the river is deteriorating?


iii) This seems to be an acknowledgement that erosion of stopbanks and,
consequently, flooding of farmland and/or damage to infrastructure is a
possibility. Is this the case? If so, this should be stated clearly and
landowners that may be affected should be consulted directly.



iv) Works do not need to impact the agricultural land belonging to the Brain
family if the existing cut is used for river re-diversion and the land is stopbanked. Listing this as a disadvantage suggests BOPRC are not even willing
to consider options to prevent impacts on this area of privately-owned land. Is
this the case?



iv) This states that “agreement needs to be reached” in relation to the Brain
farm. However, the next page states that the Public Works Act (PWA) will be
used if agreement cannot be reached.
o Does BOPRC agree that the threat of the PWA inhibits shows a lack of
“good faith”?
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o

Does BOPRC acknowledge that threatening the use of the PWA in a
publicly available document suggests to the community that the
acquisition of the Brain farm is a foregone conclusion and, therefore,
increases animosity towards the Brain family? This is not a minor
issue because there have already been altercations/confrontations and it
puts their safety at risk by inflaming dangerous tensions in the
community.

Page 7: Planning Constraints
This entire section, which comprises only half a page, needs to be re-considered. It is
cursory, superficial, lacks a proper level of analysis, and includes generic statements
that could apply to almost any proposed project. For example, it could be said that
any project that avoids, remedies or mitigates adverse effects does not raise “obvious
policy issues” (refer to Paragraph 1).
I request that BOPRC revise this section and undertake a proper investigation of
planning constraints.

Part 4: Priority Issues for Investigation
This report has considerable gaps, simplifies and understates the challenges of the rediversion project, and makes claims that haven’t been scientifically investigated or
verified. These investigations (including those listed on Page 9) should have been
undertaken much earlier in the process and used as a basis for :
 Measuring the current condition (biotic and abiotic attributes) of the estuary
and the river;
 Identifying attributes that need to be improved;
 Deciding which of those attributes can feasibly be addressed;
 Considering options for achieving improvement of those attributes/features;
 Setting clear, measurable goals; and then
 Investigating options for meeting those goals.
Is it accurate to suggest that BOPRC are following the reverse of this process by
supporting re-diversion and developing re-diversion options and then trying to justify
them before the “priority issues” identified by BOPRC have been investigated?
The list on Page 9 does not even include an investigation to determine if the proposal
will benefit kaimoana (which species and where) and reduce sedimentation (if, in fact,
these are goals of the re-diversion. Refer to comments on “background”). Will this
be undertaken?
BOPRC has adopted a position that supports re-diversion and has backed two options,
so how will BOPRC ensure that future investigations will be undertaken in an
impartial and transparent manner?
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Part 5: Project Options
A project of this scale/magnitude warrants a proper “Options Assessment” and this
report is a very long way from constituting such an assessment.
Can BOPRC address the following points:
 The project doesn’t have clear goals so what is the basis for comparing the
options?


The report doesn’t provide any indication of how effectively each option will
meet the vague objectives of the re-diversion. Can BOPRC provide this?



There is no summary of the potential advantages, disadvantages or risks
associated with the two options so on what basis is BOPRC expecting the
public to provide feedback? Are they supposed to just choose which of the
pictures they like the best?!



The table on Page 14 is not of any use in comparing the options because the
data is the same for each option. Can BOPRC compile a more useful table?



In the case of Option 1, how will the river be prevented from breaching the
sand dunes and flowing directly out to sea, as it regularly used to, instead of
flowing out the existing estuary mouth?



For both options, how will erosion of the “proposed wetland” by the increased
river flow be prevented and guaranteed?



In the case of Option 1, how can BOPRC consider removing existing estuarine
habitat (including habitat for kaimoana) by in-filling the cut? How is this
consistent with the policies and rules in the RCEP?



Has BOPRC considered options other than re-diversion for meeting their
vague objectives? For example,
o Could an increase in kaimoana be achieved just as effectively through
improved water quality and lower harvesting levels?
o Could sedimentation be reduced by better management of the
catchments of the the Kaituna River and the estuary?

Section 5.4 Possible Refinements
It is a misnomer to use the term “possible refinements” because it implies that a
scientifically investigated and robustly engineered plan exists. That is not the case
and there are a great many issues to be worked through before the project reaches the
stage of needing only “refinements”.
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Section 5.5 Staging and Monitoring
Is it acceptable to BOPRC that the AEE is expected to “be inconclusive or subject to
some uncertainties”? The bar is being set low but the standard to be met should be
the same as that required of any other proponent e.g. Port of Tauranga.
Monitoring should include a great many more factors than those listed such as:
 Impacts on wading birds (including migratory and threatened species);
 Changes in the size, distribution and locations of benthic animals (including
but not limited to kaimoana);
 Contamination of shellfish by, for example E. Coli;
 Vegetation and habitats provided by existing and “restored” wetlands
(including Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve);
 Effects on farmland (grassland), as noted in the final bullet point on Page 15;
 Water levels (e.g. flooding) on the estuary margins and up-river along the
Kaituna River.
Will BOPRC be willing to consider a more comprehensive monitoring regime?

Part 6: Likely Environmental Effects
The list that is provided is superficial and greatly understates the complexity that
should be required of the AEE. It appears to fail to acknowledge the existing, very
high ecological values of the estuary, and that those values will be afftected by any rediversion. Some important issues that are entirely missing from the list are:
 Potential effects on wading birds, including threatened and migratory species;
 Potential effects of sediment entering the estuary and the sea during
earthworks;
 Potential effects on benthic and pelagic organisms of the sediment load within
the estuary increasing as the newly created channels are scoured out by river
flow;
 The potential for anoxic sediments and/or toxic substances within sediment
being released;
 Potential effects on the location where excavated spoil will be dumped;
 Loss of existing estuarine habitat in the cut if Option 2 is pursued.
Point 10 on Page 15 refers to “whitebait habitat” in Maketu Estuary. Adults of the
whitebait species live and grow to maturity in freshwater. They lay their eggs near
the upper limit of the saltwater wedge. The young are washed out to sea and migrate
back to freshwater. Therefore, the estuary is a “migration route” rather than a habitat
and this is an important role, but it is also important to make the distinction. Creating
wetlands in the estuary is unlikely to provide whitebait habitat but deterioration in
water quality (e.g. an increase in sediment load) may have negative effects on
migrating whitebait.
How will re-diversion improve whitebait habitat?
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Point 16 on Page 15 refers to “identified significant identified ecological sites –
duneland”. Do the authors regard the estuary itself as a significant ecological site that
is fragile and could potentially suffer significant adverse effects?

Part 7: Next Steps
Given the large gaps that exist and the time taken to prepare this report, does BOPRC
genuinely believe it is possible to prepare a draft AEE by early 2014?
Who will have responsibility for identifying “potentially affected stakeholders” for
consultation?
Given the scale and cost of this project, does BOPRC agree that all ratepayers in the
region are “potentially affected”?
Why is consultation to be limited only to people/organisations deemed by BOPRC to
be “potentially affected”? Other organisations, such as Federated Farmers and Forest
and Bird should have the opportunity to be involved.
The final two headings make it clear that BOPRC regard it as necessary to
designate/acquire land. Presumably, this refers to the Brain farm, as it is mentioned
throughout the report. How can an unbiased Options Assessment and AEE be
expected and how can consultation be undertaken in good faith when BOPRC has so
clearly stated its determined aim to forcibly acquire privately-owned land without any
scientific justification for doing so?
Does BOPRC have the skills, capacity and impartiality to be able to manage this
project and complex land negotiations with objectivity and professionalism?
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have been identified, the proposed conditions do not provide for mitigation, avoidance or
remedy except for the koiwi protocols.
8. Our group interprets this as evidence of a lack of understanding of the cultural impacts and
the need to maximise restoration of ahi kaa culture alongside the restoration of physical
aspects of the estuary.
9. We believe that the lack of attention to resolving the cultural impacts fails therefore to meet
Part 2, sections 6 and 7 of the RMA and consequent other statutory obligations.
10. The RMA Part 2, Section 6, Matters of National Importance says:
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it, in
relation to managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources, shall
recognise and provide for the following matters of national importance:
o (e) the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral
lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga:

11. The RMA Part 2, Section 7, Other matters says:

In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it, in
relation to managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources, shall
have particular regard to—
o (a) kaitiakitanga:

12. We would see our issues being resolved by a formal agreement to address identified cultural
impacts. We believe this is consistent with good resource management practice.
13. Would like to be heard in support of our submission.

Naku noa, Ronika Edwards.
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5. NPKM respect and truly appreciate the efforts of the Bay of Regional Council to the
restoration of degraded environment of Ongatoro, when Governments and the Western Bay
of Plenty District Council to date have avoided any tangible commitment.
6. It is with regret therefore that Ngati Pikiao ki Maketu, on behalf of Ngati Pikiao, must
oppose the application.
7. Our reason for opposing is that the cultural effects have not been mitigated satisfactorily.
While they have been identified, the proposed conditions do not provide for mitigation,
avoidance or remedy except for a reference to koiwi protocols. However even the koiwi
protocols do not reflect our protocols.
8. Ngati Pikiao interprets this as evidence of a lack of understanding of the cultural impacts
and the need to maximise restoration of Ngati Pikiao ki Maketu culture, e.g. enable our
kaitiakitanga, alongside the restoration of physical aspects of the estuary.
9. Ngati Pikiao also believe that therefore statutory obligations have not been met.
10. We believe that the lack of attention to resolving the cultural impacts fails therefore to
meet Part 2, sections 6 and 7 of the RMA and parts of the NZ Coastal Policy Statement, the
Regional Policy Statement and the Operative Regional Coastal Environment Plan and the
Proposed Regional Coastal Environment Plan.
11. The RMA Part 2, Section 6, Matters of National Importance says:
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it, in relation to
managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources, shall recognise and
provide for the following matters of national importance:
•
(e) the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands,
water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga:

12. The RMA Part 2, Section 7, Other matters says:
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it, in relation to
managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources, shall have particular
regard to—
•

(a) kaitiakitanga:

13. The NZ Coastal Policy Statement says:
Objective 3
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To take account of the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, recognise the role of tangata whenua as
kaitiaki and provide for tangata whenua involvement in management of the coastal environment
by:
• recognising the ongoing and enduring relationship of tangata whenua over their lands, rohe and
resources;
• promoting meaningful relationships and interactions between tangata whenua and persons
exercising functions and powers under the Act;
• incorporating mātauranga Māori into sustainable management practices; and recognising and
protecting characteristics of the coastal environment that are of special value to tangata whenua.
Objective 6
To enable people and communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural wellbeing and
their health and safety, through subdivision, use, and development, recognising that:
• some uses and developments which depend upon the use of natural and physical resources in the
coastal environment are important to the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of people and
communities;
• the protection of habitats of living marine resources contributes to the social, economic and
cultural wellbeing of people and communities;
Policy 2 The Treaty of Waitangi, tangata whenua and Māori heritage
In taking account of the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi), and kaitiakitanga,
in relation to the coastal environment:
(a) recognise that tangata whenua have traditional and continuing cultural relationships with
areas of the coastal environment, including places where they have lived and fished for
generations;
f) provide for opportunities for tangata whenua to exercise kaitiakitanga over waters,
forests, lands, and fisheries in the coastal environment through such measures as:
i.
bringing cultural understanding to monitoring of natural resources;
ii
providing appropriate methods for the management, maintenance and protection of the
taonga of tangata whenua;

having regard to regulations, rules or bylaws relating to ensuring sustainability of fisheries
resources such as taiāpure, mahinga mātaitai or other non-commercial Māori customary
fishing; and
g)

in consultation and collaboration with tangata whenua, working as far as practicable in
accordance with tikanga Māori, …

14. The Operative Regional Policy Statement says:
at Chapter 5
5.3.1 Treaty of Waitangi
Objective 5.3.1(a): The principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi) are recognised and
taken into account in the practice of resource management.
Policy 5.3.1(b)(i): To ensure that functions and powers under the Act are exercised in a manner
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consistent with the principles of the Treaty.
Policy 5.3.1(b)(iv): To recognise that the tangata whenua, as indigenous peoples, have rights
protected by the Treaty and that consequently the Act accords iwi authorities, tribal runanga and
hapu a status distinct from that of interest groups and members of the public.
Policy 5.3.1(b)(v): To recognise the right of each iwi to define their own preferences for the sustainable
management of natural and physical resources, where this is not inconsistent with the Act.

5.3.2 Maori Culture and Traditions
Objective 5.3.2(a): Recognition of and provision for the relationship of Maori and their culture
and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga.
Policy 5.3.2(b)(i): To recognise and provide for traditional Maori uses and practices relating to
natural and physical resources such as mahinga maataitai, waahi tapu and taonga raranga, where
appropriate.
Policy 5.3.2(b)(ii): To recognise and provide for the role of tangata whenua as kaitiaki of their resources,
where appropriate.
Policy 5.3.2(b)(iii): To recognise the particular sensitivity of Maori heritage and the inappropriateness
of expressly identifying some sites of value to tangata whenua.
Policy 5.3.2(b)(iv): To recognise that only Maori can identify their relationship and that of their culture
and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu and other taonga.

5.3.6 Effects on Well-being
Objective 5.3.6(a): Adverse effects of activities on social, economic and cultural well-being
are avoided, remedied or mitigated.

15. The Notified /PROPOSED RPS says:
Part 2.6: Iwi Resource Management
Objective 13: Kaitiakitanga is recognised and the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o
Waitangi) are systematically taken into account in the practice of resource management.
(a)Takes into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi;
(b)Recognises that the principles of the Treaty will continue to evolve and be defined;
(c)Promotes awareness and understanding of councils’ obligations under the Act regarding the
principles of the Treaty, tikanga Māori and kaupapa Māori, among council decision makers,
staff and the community;
(d)Recognises that tangata whenua, as indigenous peoples, have rights protected by the Treaty and
that consequently the Act accords iwi a status distinct from that of interest groups and members of
the public; and
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(e)Recognises the right of each iwi to define their own preferences for the sustainable management
of natural and physical resources, where this is not inconsistent with the Act
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Policy IW 5B: Adverse effects on matters of significance to Māori
When considering proposals that may adversely affect any matter of significance to Māori
recognise and provide for avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects on:
(a) The exercise of kaitiakitanga;
(b) Mauri, particularly in relation to fresh, geothermal and coastal waters, land and air;
(c) Mahinga kai and areas of natural resources used for customary purposes;
(d) Places sites and areas with significant spiritual or cultural historic heritage value to tangata
whenua; and
(e) The role of tangata whenua as kaitiaki of their resource;
(f) The mana whenua relationship of tangata whenua with, and their role of kaitiaki of,
characteristics of the natural environment;
(g) Sites of cultural significance identified in iwi and hapū resource management plans; and
(b) Recognise that only tangata whenua can identify and evidentially substantiate their
relationship and that of their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites,
waahi tapu and other taonga.
Proposals which may affect the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions must:
(a) Recognise and provide for:
Traditional Māori uses and practices relating to natural and physical resources such as
mahinga mātaitai, waahi tapu, papakāinga and taonga raranga;

Encouraging tangata whenua to identify measures to avoid, remedy or
Policy IW 6B:
mitigate adverse cultural effects
Encourage tangata whenua to recommend appropriate measures to avoid, remedy or
mitigate adverse cultural effects.

Encourage tangata whenua to recommend appropriate measures to avoid, remedy or mitigate
adverse environmental effects on cultural values, resources or sites, from the use and
development activities as part of consultation for resource consent applications and in their
own resource management plans.

Objective 8.2.2(c): Sustaining the mauri of coastal resources.
Policy 8.2.3(a): To recognise the significance of the coastal environment to tangata whenua,
and to provide for customary uses and management practices relating to the natural and
physical resources of the coastal environment, including mahinga mataitai, waahi tapu and
taonga raranga, in accordance with tikanga Maori.
Policy 8.2.3(b): To recognise the role of tangata whenua of the Bay of Plenty as kaitiaki of
the region’s coastal resources, and the right of each iwi to define their own preferences
for coastal management within their tribal boundaries.
Policy 8.2.3(c): To avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on resources or areas of special
spiritual, historical or cultural significance to tangata whenua. This includes, but is not limited
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to, those areas and values identified in the maps and Fourteenth Schedule – Areas of
Significant Cultural Value.

(a) and the practical expression of kaitiakitanga,

16: The Operative RCEP says:

Chapter 8: Tangata Whenua Interests
Objective 8.2.2(a): The involvement of tangata whenua in management of the coastal environment.
Policy 8.2.3(a): To recognise the significance of the coastal environment to tangata whenua, and to
provide for customary uses and management practices
relating to the natural and physical
resources of the coastal environment, including mahinga mataitai, waahi tapu and taonga raranga, in
accordance with tikanga Maori.
Policy 8.2.3(b): To recognise the role of tangata whenua of the Bay of Plenty as kaitiaki of the
region’s coastal resources, and the right of each iwi to define their own preferences for coastal
management within their tribal boundaries.
Policy 8.2.3(c): To avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on resources or areas of special spiritual,
historical or cultural significance to tangata whenua. This includes, but is not limited to, those areas
and values identified in the maps and Fourteenth Schedule – Areas of Significant Cultural Value.

17: The Proposed RCEP says:
Integrated management:
Objective 1: Achieve integrated management of the coastal environment by:
(a) providing a consistent, efficient and integrated management framework,
(b) adopting a whole of catchment approach to management of the coastal environment; and
(c) recognising and managing the effects of land uses and freshwater-based activities (including
discharges) on the Coastal Marine Area; and
(d) Enabling kaitiakitanga
Iwi Resource Management:
Objective 12: The active involvement of tangata whenua in management of the coastal
environment when activities may affect their interests and values.
Objective 13: Tangata whenua are able to undertake customary activities in the Coastal Marine
Area, and have access to sites used for cultural practices, gathering kaimoana and sites of cultural
significance.
Objective 14: The protection of those taonga, relationship characteristics, sites, features, resources or
attributes of the coastal environment (including the Coastal Marine Area) which are either of
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cultural value or special significance to tangata whenua (where these are known).
Objective 15: The restoration of areas of cultural significance, kaimoana habitat and the
mauri of coastal waters where cultural activities and the ability to collect healthy kaimoana
are restricted or compromised.
Objective 16: Where appropriate, cultural health indicators are used that recognise and express
Māori values, and tangata whenua are involved in monitoring the state of the coastal
environment and impacts of consented activities.
Objective 17: Appropriate mitigation or remediation is undertaken when activities have an
adverse effect on the mauri of the coastal environment or areas of cultural significance to
tangata whenua.

Policy IW 1: Proposals which may affect the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions
must recognise and provide for:

traditional Māori uses and practices relating to natural and physical resources of the coastal
environment such as mahinga kai, mātaitai, wāhi tapu, nga toka (rocks), tauranga waka,
tauranga ika (fishing ground) and taiāpure in accordance with tikanga Māori,
the role and mana of tangata whenua as kaitiaki of the region’s coastal environment and the
practical expression of kaitiakitanga,
the right of each iwi to define their own preferences for coastal management within their
tribal boundaries, and
sites of cultural significance identified in Schedule 6, other areas or sites of significant cultural
value identified by Statutory Acknowledgement, iwi and hapū resource management plans
or by tangata whenua.

Policy IW 2: To not allow use and development which will have a significant adverse
effect on resources or areas of spiritual, historical or cultural significance to tangata
whenua in the coastal environment unless that that effect can specifically be remedied
or mitigated, or where not possible to remedy or mitigate, that effect can be offset

18. We believe our issues could easily be resolved by a formal agreement to address the
identified cultural impacts. We believe this is consistent with good resource
management practice and that the above statutory requirements provide for this.

19.

We also have concerns with the Natural Hazards provisions of the proposal. However
as the Regional Council has recently released the new Natural Hazards section of the
RPS, we might be able to resolve our issues there, rather than complicate the return
of the Kaituna.
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20.

20.

We however, flag our concerns about the safety provided by the spit as a Natural
Hazards barrier to tsunami for the Maketu community as a whole. There seems to be
an apparent determination to provide for other interests by maintaining the Te
Tumu “cut” and enhancing recreation fisherman opportunities, farming and
development opportunities without considering the safety of the whole of the
Maketu community.

Would like to be heard in support of our submission.
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File Ref.

Submission in respect
of a
resource consent
application

fi OCT 2O1
Office Use Only

From: Full name:
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Postal address:

(67) S74 0177
2-7 57 ci 7
Cl phone:

Home:

Phone numbers: Work:
Fax:

Contact person (name and telephone number if different from above):

I hereby make a submission on the following resource consent application(s):
t°'(L
Details of resource consent application(s)
77Sc t1/8c/3C
______

Application number(s):
Applicant's name:

21a pleIoL z

/:24-eL'

Application site location:/"" 1dj
Type of consent(s) applied for:
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Closing date for receipt of submission:
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Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):

iY'
ri

I support the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)

Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):
11

I wish to be head in support of my submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my position.
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I seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council (give precise
details):
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The reasons for making my submission are:
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The general nature of any conditions I seek to be part of the consent, if this application is
granted are:

41

1

Signature:

Date:

(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or person
making submission)

NOTE: YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRAC11CABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY
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lwish to be he{d in support of my submission.
I do not

wish to be heard in support of my position.

1 I seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Gouncil (give precise
details):
For the application to be denied.

.,

I

would like to have a greater involvement of the decision making process.

The reasons for making my submission are:
areas.
I am very concerned that the partial re diversion will have an adverse effect on two key
The first being to further aggravate the challenging conditions that exist on the Kaituna cut/bar, the
Kaituna bar iJ a shallow and dangerous bar already, it is widely used by recreational, commercial
and rescue services. I myself am? keen recreational boatie as well as being an active member of
Maketu Coastguard and use this bar on a very frequent basis hence have a great deal of respect
for the chalbnles it poses, in my opinion the diversion can only make this bar more dangerous and
challenging. Wrtist ii is argued inai tne effects will be minimal, I do not except this! I believe that
the effects are modelled Jn longer term averages which can be very deceiving in respect of the
short term effects of channels, water courses and sediment build up. To further reduce the water
flow from the Kaituna river going out through the bar will further impede the rivers ability to
of
maintain a navigatable channel out to sea, further aggravating the situation is that at the top end
the spectrum iJa 3go0% increase in water and sediment on a spring flood tide travelling into the
lowei Kaituna and the subsequent sediment build up, or delta effect that will be caused by this
incursion. Further complicating the situation is the coastal movement of sand and sediment
particularly during periods of Iow flow which typically happens around.late summer and early
autumn, tlre channel will typically move following a path to the west with a very large sand bar
in
extending from the groin, t-he divbrsion will only make the situation worse, I have seen nothing
of
the
bar
models of tne divers-ion that in any way, shape or form will enhance the safer navigation
but to the contrary it will have an adverse effect. I have had over thirty years of experience on
navigating this witenrvay and particularly in recent year? as a Coastguard Maketu skipper, the
Coaitgua-rd has made many rescues of boaties and saved a number of their lives when they have
greater danger if
misjudged the conditions oi channel and I feel that more lives would be put at a
the effects
mentions
hardly
this diversion was to happen. The report accompanying the application
or any
information
on safe navigation for boats using the Kaituna bar and has very little supporting
mitigation ariund the safe navigation of the bar once the diversion is complete- The applicant
proio""r to do No monitoring otlne sediment build ups and have No mitigation plan in place what
point out that a great
so ever for removal or mobiliJation of excessive sediment .l would also like to
(
Rotorua and further
eginland
from
many of the recreational boaties that use this bar come
a disadvantage as
at
are
to get out to sea, these boaties
afietd) it is a very popular passageway
-at
puts
them in a more
a iow tide in advance of their trip, this
they are unable io'view the bar
vulnerable position unlike locals who have the opportunity to view the. bar 9n a frequent basis -l
myself endeavour to go and see the bar at least three times a week at low tides so I can be
prepared to cross the bar at any time day or night in the rescue boat.
gravity
The second key area I am concerned about is the effect around the drainage at Fords Road
pump
This
area.
catchment
in
this
gates anO pumping stations. I am a dairy farmer and land owner
-ii"in"o"
gates
gravitV
at
The
proposed
application.
svstem ij soing to be sevepely ;mpsded by the
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of?

@58yearshavebeenVery,Veryeffectivebecauseoftheirsizeand
effective drainage. This

proximity to the Kaitua cut and have achieved a great deal of efficient cost
proposai will have a very detrimental effect on the efficiency and also the cost. lf the diversion goes
bfreaO the gravity gates and pumping station will need to be modified, the pumps will need to be
much bigger andrun for a lot longer which will cause a greater cost which will then be passed on to
the land owners ( rate payers ) in this catchment.

I note that the applicant

The general nature of any conditions I seek to be part of the consent, if this application is granted
are:
a comprehensive ongoing
I am seeking to have the Bay gf Plenty Regional council put in place
proposed
diversion canal to the
from
the
river
in
the
up
monitoring programme of sediment and sand build
allowable depth
minimum
place
a
put
establish
in
and
Kaituna cut including the Kaituna bar at the cut and to
to
ensure that a
clauses
mitigation
that will be a navigar.table . The RMA requirement would have to include
minimum safe waterway is maintained by either dredging or sediment mobilisation to address the adverse
effects of the partial ie diversion. Also that Bay of Plenty Regional Council would contribute to the
p"y an-annual contribution to the
redevelopment of the Fords Road pump and gravity gate upgrade and
",1-to the effects of the loss of gravity
to
offset
pump
required
hours
of
Kaituna drainage scheme for the increase
drainage that the diversion would cause

signature: {

'

Date: ?-t()'/&

(Signature or person making submission
making submission)

NOTE:

or

person authorised to sign on behalf

or person

YOU MUST SEND A GOPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APP,LICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBII'IISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY
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SUBMISSION LODGED UNDER SECTION 96 OF THE RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT ACT

To:

The Chief Executive
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
P0 Box 364
Whakatane 3158

Submission on:

Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro/Maketu
Estuary Enhancement Project - Resource Consent
Application and Notice of Requirement

From:

Fish & Game New Zealand (Eastern Region Fish and
Game Council).

Address:

Private Bag 3010, Rotorua 3046.

SUBMISSION:

Cou
We support the resource consent application and the notice of
requirement for the proposed Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project.

REASONS FOR SUBMISSION:

1.0
.1

Fish & Game
Eastern Fish and Game Council is one of twelve regional Fish & Game
Councils in New Zealand. Under the Conservation Act 1987, as amended by
the Conservation Law Reform Act 1990, Fish & Game Councils have a
statutory function to represent the interests of anglers and hunters in planning
processes. Fish & Game Councils are principally charged with the
responsibility to manage, maintain and enhance the sports fish and game bird
resource, in the recreational interests of anglers and hunters.
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2.0

General Comment
The Eastern Fish and Game Council are supportive of the Kaituna River rediversion and Ongatoro/Maketu estuary restoration as both these correlated
actions will have a direct result in enhancing wetland and estuarine waterfowl
habitat. Water quality improvements in the estuary and the subsequent growth
(natural and planted) of desirable terrestrial and aquatic plant species will
provide food, and nesting and rearing habitat for game birds, which
subsequently enhances the game bird resource.

3.0

Specific Comments in Relation to the Lower Kaituna Wildlife
Management Reserve

3.1

The Lower Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve (WMR) is an area that is
very important to the Eastern Fish and Game Council and our game bird
licence holders. Large areas of the reserve were purchased by the Tauranga
Acclimatisation Society (some 196 Ha) from 1964 through to 1978 using
licence fees from game bird hunters.
The now 249 hectare reserve is currently classified as Crown Land with the
Department of Conservation and the Eastern Fish and Game Council having a
joint management agreement for operational activities and management of the
reserve. The Bay of Plenty Regional Council also has ongoing joint
agreement responsibilities to manage water levels in the reserve through
maintenance of water intake structures. It is agreed between the parties that an
average water height throughout the wetland reserve should be at 0.87m
(Moturiki datum).
The current joint management agreement between Bay of Plenty Regional
Council, Department of Conservation and Fish & Game has been beneficial
and enabled all parties to proactively and efficiently enhance this wetland
habitat in a heavily drained and intensively farmed regional area.

3.2

The Lower Kaituna WMR is the largest remnant wetland in its ecological
district with both the Bay of Plenty Regional Council and the Western Bay of
Plenty District Council recognising the wetland as a significant natural area for
flora and fauna in their respective plans.
Within the Bay of Plenty Regional Council operative Water and Land Plan,
chapter 8: Wetlands; Objectives 73 and 74; Policies 133,134, 135 a b d and f,
136 a, and policy 140 all clearly require the protection or enhancement of
wetlands, including the hydrology of wetlands.
Within the Western Bay of Plenty District Council operative District Plan, Part
5: Natural Environment; Objectives I and 4; Policies 1, 3, 8 and 11 also
provide for protection or enhancement of wetlands, including the hydrology of
wetlands.

2
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3.3

As part of the consultation process for this application, the Bay of Plenty
Regional Council undertook discussions with the Eastern Region Fish and
Game Council, with the dominant factor being the potential decrease in water
volumes to enter the Lower Kaituna WMR as a result of the diversion
proposal. It was clearly stated to the applicant that NO reduction in water
volumes entering the wetland would be accepted by Fish & Game (and the
Department of Conservation). Any loss of water volumes from current inputs,
and the increasing of water resident time, would significantly detrimentally
affect the hydrology of the wetland, and adversely affect the flora and fauna
within the site. This would be contrary to our statutory mandate and
subsequently not permissible by Fish & Game.
As a result of the consultation, the applicant employed the services of an
engineer (Waterline - Steve Everitt) who has calculated existing water intake
volumes, river level drop as a result of the diversion proposal, and the
mitigation required to provide same water intake volumes, per tidal cycle, into
the Lower Kaituna WMR. The likely mitigation proposal is for a 900mm inlet
culvert to be positioned at intake 2 location.
The applicant (Bay of Plenty Regional Council) has clearly stated within the
resource consent application (pg 20) the request for land use consent for the
"construction of culvert to maintain flows to the Lower Kaituna WMR", with
further details stated in Table 3: Construction Activities (pg 50) of the
application. Within the description of the Construction Activities (pg 50), the
applicant details likely mitigation measures, and clearly states the 'adverse
effects as a result of the Project will be fully mitigated".
The Eastern Region Fish and Game Council do not have the expertise or funds
to obtain a peer review of the engineering consultant the applicant employed,
but do trust the Bay of Plenty Regional Council to stand by its statement to
'fully mitigate the adverse effects' and to have agreement for the final design
with the stakeholders prior to construction.

3.4

The Eastern Region Fish and Game Council, upon meeting with the
Department of Conservation (on site), believe the preliminary mitigation
design (as stated pg 50) is sufficient to meet our expectations, but the desirable
intake location is at the intake I site (up river). This location will enable better
water reticulation within the Lower Kaituna WMR wetland, consequently
enhancing biodiversity and other wetland values while mitigating the adverse
effects of the diversion proposal.
The movement of the mitigation culvert from site intake 2 to the intake I site
will require engineering re-evaluation to ascertain the optimum invert level,
and a re-assessment of the appropriate culvert size to ensure adverse effects of
the diversion proposal are mitigated, and no net loss of water entering the
wetland. We believe the applicant should undertake this re-evaluation to
enable this (desired) alternative option to be considered.
The Eastern Fish and Game Council are not opposed to the mitigation
proposal to install a new inlet culvert, but do expect the Bay of Plenty
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Regional Council to comply with the resource consent application wording
that "the final (inlet culvert) details will be agreed upon with the stakeholders
(DoC, Fish and Game and BoPRC Natural Hazards) during detailed design".

3.5

Within the Proposed Monitoring section (page 91) of the application, it is
stated that "the applicant proposes to monitor the following areas;
Hydrodynamics / Morphology - changes in flow into the Lower Kaituna
WMR due to the diversion".
Table 10: Proposed Monitoring / Management (page 93) does not detail any
form of ongoing monitoring to be undertaken to ascertain what flows are
entering the Lower Kaituna WMR, once the diversion occurs. Consequently
all parties are totally reliant upon the original modelling undertaken, and the
mitigation offered derived from that modelling.
The Eastern Fish and Game Council believe it appropriate that water inflow
monitoring at the existing inlet culverts and the new mitigation inlet culvert
should be undertaken for twelve (12) months after the diversion works have
been completed. Water inflow monitoring will enable an accurate record of
volumes and ensure the applicant has met its obligations to mitigate the
adverse effects of the diversion proposal on the Lower Kaituna WMR. The
exact nature of the monitoring can be agreed upon with the stakeholders
during detailed design of the mitigation inlet culvert, but a requirement to
undertake monitoring must be scheduled within any issued resource consent
conditions.

RELI EF:
Eastern Region Fish & Game Council believe the Bay of Plenty Regional Council has
provided evidence and intent within its resource consent application, plus design
parameters, to fully mitigate any adverse effects the Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project will have on the Lower Kaituna
Wildlife Management Reserve.
Consequently should the resource consent application be approved in its entirety,
then the Eastern Region Fish and Game Council consider the only relief sought, to be
a monitoring condition for water inflows into the Lower Kaituna WMR post diversion
construction.

ri
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We are prepared to be heard in support of our submission.

If others make a similar submission we would be prepared to consider presenting a
joint case with them at any hearing.

John Meikie
Fish & Game Officer

Dated: 8/10/2014

Address for service:
Fish & Game New Zealand
Private Bag 3010
Rotorua 3046

Ph.
073575501
Fax. 07 357 5503
Email jmeikle@fishandgame.org.nz
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xI do not wish to be heard in support of my position.
1

I seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council (give precise
details):
Approval of the consent ___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

2

The reasons for making my submission are:
I am project co-ordinator for a wetland enhancement project at the Borrow Pits on the Kaituna
River __________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

3

The general nature of any conditions I seek to be part of the consent, if this application is
granted are:
I am concerned at the current levels of paru (nutrients, contaminants) in the river and their potential
negative impacts on the estuary. Progress has been made in the recent past, on improving those
levels and it is important that that progress be maintained.
Otherwise, I fully support the methodology of the preferred option, of controlled return of more river
water to the estuary ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Signature: Peter Ellery ____________________

Date: 09 – 10 - 2014 _______________________

(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or person
making submission)
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NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY
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File Ref:

Submission in respect
of a
resource consent
application

10 OCT 2014
Office Use Only

From:

Full name:
Postal address:
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n h,(1,

7 gq , y ((/

Phone numbers: Work:

f

Home:

1

Cell phone:

Fax:

7

5 73 7' 2

(/r?7f ''47 q,iij'

Contact person (name and telephone number if different from above):

/

q g 7(1

I hereby make a submission on the following resource consent application(s):
Details of resource consent application(s)
Application number(s): BOPRC # 67958, WBOPDC 4944(L)
Applicant's name: EBOP I BOP Regional Council
Application site location: Lower reaches of the Kaituna River__________________
Type of consent(s) applied for: Notice of Requirement and Resource Consent
Closing date for receipt of submission: Thursday 9th October 2014 at 5.00pm

Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):
I support the application(s
I oppose the application(s)

Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):
I wish to be heard in support of my submission.
J

I do not wish to be heard in support of my position.
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I seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council (give precise
details):
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The reasons for making my submission are:
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The general nature of any conditions I seek to be part of the consent, if this application is
granted are:
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(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or person
making submission)

NOTE: YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY
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Submission in respect
of a
resource consent
application

File Ref:

10 OCT 2014
Office Use Only

From:

Full name: Kenneth Alexander Witherow
Postal address:37,Hathor St., Pomare ROTORUA 3015

Phone numbers: Work:
Fax:

Home:07 3476252
Cell phone:

Contact person (name and telephone number if different from above):

I hereby make a submission on the following resource consent application(s):
Details of resource consent application(s)
Application number(s):

'5 ,°'

Applicant's name:
Application site location:
Type of consent(s) applied for:Te Tumu Cut entrance
Closing date for receipt of submission:9/10/2014

Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):
I support the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)

Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):
I wish to be head in support of my submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my position.
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I seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council (give precise
details):
I am concerned that the entrance will silt up making Te Tumu cut unworkable many days of the
year, how do you intend to prevent this happening?_________________________________________

2

3

Signature:

'/

J/-T_

Date:

7 "

S

(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or person
making submission)

NOTE: YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY
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Submission in respect
of a
resource consent
application

File Ref:

1
10 OCT 2011
-- Office Use Only

Full name:

From:

(\'

Postal address:

Phone numbers: Work:
Fax:

Home:

Th

\
Sc,U' 1

Cell phone:

Contact person (name and telephone number if different from above):

I hereby make a submission on the following resource consent application(s):
Details of resource consent application(s)
Application number(s): BOPRC # 67958, WBOPDC 4944(L)
Applicant's name: EBOP I BOP Regional Council______________________________________________
Application site location: Lower reaches of the Kaituna River
Type of consent(s) applied for: Notice of Requirement and Resource Consent
Closing date for receipt of submission: Thursday 9' October 2014 at 500pm

Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):
-171

I_support_the _application(s)
I oppose the application(s)

Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):
11

I wish to be heard in support of my submission.
I do not wish to be heard in support of my position.
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I seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council (give precise
details):
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The reasons for making my submission are:
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The general nature of any conditions I seek to be part of the consent, if this application is
granted are:
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Signature:

-ti

Date:

/1 (

(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or person
making submission)

NOTE: YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY
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T: 0800884882

lj

09/10/2014 17:44

4023 P.001/002

Bay of Plenty
REGIONAE COUNCIt

Fi'e Ref

Submission to Western Bay of Plenty
District Council and Bay of Plenty Regional
Council in respect
of Resource consent
applications
and a Notice of Requirement

c9eO,CJ0Z14

Submission to: Western Bay of Plenty District Council and the Bay of Plenty Regional Council
From:

Full Name:

Catalyst High Rise Limited
C!- Aurecon Tauranga
Attention Luke Baichin

Postal Address: P0 Box 2292, Tauranga 3140, New Zealand
Phone numbers:

Work: 07 578 6183

Home:

Fax:

Cell phone:

07 578 6143

N/A
N/A

Email: luke.balchinaurecongroup.com

I hereby make a submission on the following resource consent application(s):
Details of application(s): Resource consents and notice of requirements to re-divert approximately
20 percent of the flows from the Kaituna River back into the Ongatoto/Maketu Estuary via Ford's
Channel for the purpose of enhancing the Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary, to establish new wetlands and to
provide associated recreational opportunities
Application number(s): RC 67958 and Notice of Requirement 4944(L)
Applicant's name: Bay of Plenty Regional Council
Application site location: Lower Kaituna River & Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary
Type of consent(s) applied for: Notice of Requirement, Earthworks, Coastal Permit, Water Permit,
and Land Use Consents.
Closing date for receipt of submission: 5 pm, Thursday the 9" of October
Tick the box to indicate your position: (tick only one box)
I support the application(s)
I oppose the application(s)
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The general nature of any conditions I seek to be part of the consent, if this application is
granted are:
Conditions are required to ensure that the entrance at the Kaituna Cut is maintained in a
state ensuring that it is navigable following the works proposed under RC67958 and
4944(L). These conditions/measures may include maintenance dredging.
If suitable conditions cannot be incorporated to achieve the above then the application
should be declined.
and, if granted
Suitable conditions and measures to ensure that our property is not subject to any
increased flooding/river levels
iv.

Signature

Suitable conditions which require the consent holder to undertake improvements to water
quality in the river, including better catchment management.

Date
(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or
person making submission).

NOTE: YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY.
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Telephone: 0800 884 880
Facsimile: 0800 884 882
Website: www.boprc.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, PO Box 364, Whakatane, New Zealand

Submission in respect of
applications for resource consents
and Notice of Requirement for
Maketu Estuary enhancement works

File Ref:

Office Use Only

From:

Full name:

Chris Richmond_________________________________________________

Postal address: 5d Deeming Road, RD1 Russell 0272, Bay of Islands ____________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Phone numbers: Work:09 403 8898 ___________ Home: 09 403 8898 __________________
Fax:na ____________________ Cell phone:021 1581201 ______________
Contact person (name and telephone number if different from above):
pacificecologic@gmail.com _____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

I hereby make a submission on the following resource consent application(s):
Details of resource consent application(s)
Application number(s):RC#67958 (BOPRC) & NoR#4944 (WBOPDC) ___________________________
Applicant’s name: BoP Regional Council __________________________________________________
Application site location: Lower Kaituna River & Maketu Estuary ________________________________
Type of consent(s) applied for: various multiple _____________________________________________
Closing date for receipt of submission: 10 October (reminder email from Pim deMonchy 6 October14) __

Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):
X I support the application(s)



I oppose the application(s)

Tick the box to indicate your position (tick only one box):



I wish to be head in support of my submission.

X I do not wish to be heard in support of my position.
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I seek the following decision from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council and the Western
BOP District Council (give precise details):

That all of the Consents sought be granted, but with sufficient flexibility in terms of
design constraints and conditions to enable implementation to be based on
adaptive management principles.

2

The reasons for making my submission are:

As the initiator of this integrated ecological restoration project in 1988, and as the
lead author of the approved Maketu Restoration Strategy in May 1990, and as
project manager for resource consenting and implementation until 1996, I must
congratulate the Regional Council and its staff for their efforts and perseverance in
pursuing this challenging project to its current stage of upscaling and proposed
conclusion. Accordingly I support the proposed choice of options for both
rediversion and wetland re-establishment.
However, I am not yet convinced of the wisdom of the implicit decision not to seek
consents to excavate at least part of the flood-tide-delta (FTD) and use the sand to
reinforce the erodible inner margins of the Maketu spit for revegetation. The AEE
report refers to DOC’s 1989 Draft Restoration Strategy, rather than the final May
1990 Maketu Restoration Strategy which reflected the conditional approvals given
by Babinet, WesternBOP District Council and BOP Regional Council. Cabinet
approved an integrated package of actions, including excavation of the FTD and
reinforcement of the sandspit.
Accordingly the Minister of Conservation applied for resource consents for both a
staged partial rediversion of the Kaituna through Fords Cut, as well as those
necessary to excavate the FTD and reinforce the sandspit. The consents for the
FTD were declined by the Regional Council and the expanding FTD continued to
cause erosion of the inside of the spit until in 1994 the predicted breach occurred,
causing a major influx of sand into the lower and central estuary.
Section 4.6 of the AEE acknowledges that the same FTD expansion process is
continuing at present, and this is explained as a “naturally occurring
process”(resulting from the 1956 diversion?) and therefore no mitigation of that risk
is proposed for this current Project. Given that most of the proposed works are
designed to reverse or mitigate the impacts of the 1956 diversion, I cannot see the
logic in that argument, so presume that there are other unstated reasons which the
Commissioners may wish to explore.
The Wetland Works section 5.4 proposes major wetland re-establishment at multiple
locations in and around the estuary. This extends well beyond that proposed and
sought in the 1990 Maketu Restoration Strategy. On the basis of the information and
rationale provided, I strongly support the grant of consents and Requirements that
would enable these works to be undertaken. Given my more recent experience in
Northland with re-establishment of indigenous wetlands in floodplains and estuary
margins, there are a couple of important issues that need to be taken into
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consideration in design and implementation. Firstly, the applicant recognises that
some experimentation and flexibility will be needed in the design and deployment of
planting materials, and I would strongly endorse that requirement. Secondly, weed
invasion of non-salty areas needs to be minimised by planting species that achieve
canopy closure quickly (such as salt-tolerant manuka with bonus honey
production). Thirdly, it is possible that the few remaining mangroves will produce
enough propagules to start colonising areas where they previously occurred.
Explicit provision for this should be made to minimise an subsequent hysteria.
Finally, sea-level rise is occurring at 3mm/annum at present and is forecast to
accelerate, so along with peat shrinkage this should be anticipated in the design of
the planting programme and any constraints imposed by consent conditions.

3

The general nature of any conditions I seek to be part of the consent, if this application is
granted are:

The conditions associated with consents for the diversion and the re-establishment
of wetland habitats should make provision for sufficient flexibility to enable
implementation to be based upon adaptive management principles, given that there
is still some uncertainty about how various ecological systems will respond to the
changes proposed.

Signature:

Chris Richmond _______

Date: 10 October 2014 ______________________

(Signature or person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf or person
making submission)

NOTE:

YOU MUST SEND A COPY OF THIS SUBMISSION TO THE APPLICANT AS SOON AS
IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE, AFTER SERVICE OF YOUR SUBMISSION ON THE
CONSENT AUTHORITY
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Melanie Pullar
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pim De Monchy
Friday, 10 October 2014 12:44 p.m.
Dylan Makgill; Chris Watt (chris.watt@westernbay.govt.nz)
Colleen Arihana Skerrett-White; Tomairangi; p@gmail.com; Pim De Monchy
RE: FW: Submissions Open until 10 October - Kaituna River Re-diversion and
Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary Enhancement Project

Tēnā koe Colleen
Thanks for your submission in support of the Kaituna River Re‐diversion and Ongatoro / Maketū Estuary
Enhancement Project. I have copied this to consents officers Dylan Makgill (BOPRC) and Chris Watt (WBOPDC) as
well.
Kind regards
Pim
Pim de Monchy | Senior Land Management Officer | Bay of Plenty Regional Council | Mount Maunganui, New
Zealand | Mail to: PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158 | Ph: 0800 884 881 extn 8518 | Mobile: 021 649 818 | Web:
www.boprc.govt.nz
Please consider the environment before printing this email

‘‘Making the Bay the best through regional leadership and action!’’

From: Colleen Arihana Skerrett-White [mailto:taumanu@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, 10 October 2014 10:44 a.m.
To: Pim De Monchy; Tomairangi; p@gmail.com
Subject: Re: FW: Submissions Open until 10 October - Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary
Enhancement Project

Kia ora Pim
I have poor internet coverage at the moment and I cant access the submission form
We would like to submit as tautoko for the Iwi submissions on behalf of Te Tumu 8 B1 Trust, Tomairangi
Fox Chairman, and Ngati Pikiao Iwi as Tangata Whenua of Maketu.
We would like to be heard
Much obliged
Colleen
On Oct 6, 2014 4:34 PM, "Pim De Monchy" <Pim.deMonchy@boprc.govt.nz> wrote:
Kia ora everyone

1
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Just a reminder that submissions for the Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro / Maketū Estuary
Enhancement Project close this week. If you’d like to have your say please click on the links below:

Project application documents
http://www.boprc.govt.nz/kaitunamaketu#resourceconsent

How to make a submission
http://www.boprc.govt.nz/environment/resource-consents/making-a-submission/

Kind regards
Pim
Pim de Monchy | Senior Land Management Officer | Bay of Plenty Regional Council | Mount Maunganui, New
Zealand | Mail to: PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158 | Ph: 0800 884 881 extn 8518 | Mobile: 021 649 818 | Web:
www.boprc.govt.nz
Please consider the environment before printing this email

‘‘Making the Bay the best through regional leadership and action!’’

From: Pim De Monchy
Sent: Tuesday, 16 September 2014 9:25 a.m.
To: Pim De Monchy
Cc: Dylan Makgill; Chris Watt (chris.watt@westernbay.govt.nz)
Subject: Submissions Open until 10 October - Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary
Enhancement Project

Tēnā koe

We are pleased to advise that the Kaituna River Re-diversion and Ongatoro / Maketū Estuary Enhancement
Project has achieved a significant milestone. The project’s application for resource consents and a notice of
requirement to designate land have been lodged with the relevant authorities and were publicly notified last
week in the BOP Times, the Rotorua Daily Post and Te Puke Times.

You can read or download copies of the applications, including an Assessment of Environmental Effects,
technical reports and plans, by visiting http://www.boprc.govt.nz/environment/resource-consents/currentnotified-applications/. Alternatively, call 0800 884 880 and request a copy on a CD.
2
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The applications are now open for submissions from members of the public until 10 October. If you have a
view on the project or its potential environmental effects, either positive or negative, please consider making
a submission.

You can access a form and instructions for making submissions on the Regional Council’s website, as well
as further information on the consenting process. Please note that you can make a submission on the
resource consent applications and / or the Notice of Requirement to designate land. Both applications will
be considered at the same time by commissioners jointly appointed by the Regional Council and Western
Bay of Plenty District Council. We are not yet sure of the hearing date but will keep you informed as this
becomes clear.

You are receiving this because we have recorded your interest in the future management of the Kaituna
River and/or Ongatoro / Maketū Estuary. If you wish to unsubscribe from future emails on this topic please
reply to this email and let me know.

Kind regards
Pim
Pim de Monchy | Senior Land Management Officer | Bay of Plenty Regional Council | Mount Maunganui, New
Zealand | Mail to: PO Box 364, Whakatāne 3158 | Ph: 0800 884 881 extn 8518 | Mobile: 021 649 818 | Web:
www.boprc.govt.nz
Please consider the environment before printing this email

‘‘Making the Bay the best through regional leadership and action!’’

Email disclaimer: This email and any attachments are confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, do not copy, disclose or use the contents in any
way. If you receive this message in error, please let us know by return email and then destroy the message. Bay of Plenty Regional Council is not
responsible for any changes made to this message and/or any attachments after sending.

This e-mail has been checked for viruses and none were detected.

This email has been filtered by SMX. For more information visit smxemail.com

This e-mail message has been swept for viruses and none was found.
Content was not checked
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Submitter:
Eion Harwood
PO Box 21, Russell 0242
P: 021-173 1130
eionharwood@hotmail.com

In the matter of:
Bay of Plenty Regional Council and Western Bay of Plenty District Council (Resource Consent
Number 67958 & Notice of Requirement Number 4944L): Lower reaches of the Kaituna
River, Maketu Estuary, Papahikahawai Island and Maketu Spit.

Date:

10 October 2014

Opposed
I wish to be heard at any future hearing.

I am making this submission not as an ‘expert’, but as someone who has spent a lot of time
in the upper- to mid-estuary and in Ford’s Cuts. I am the grandson of Oliver and Violet
Brain, who purchased the property in the early 1950s. I would be one the few people who,
over the past 40 years, has spent time on a very regular basis in the upper estuary and I
have observed changes over these years. Until recently I still lived locally.
Because I have unique personal knowledge of the upper- to mid-estuary I would like to offer
the Commissioner an on- site visit to point out why I am opposed to this proposal.
I believe many of the suggested benefits of the proposal are exaggerated or don’t exist and
that many negatives have either been ignored or glossed over.
Lack of Water Current in Upper- to Mid-Estuary:
The main reason this proposal will fail is that no water from the Kaituna River will flow
through the Maketu Estuary during low- or mid-tide and there will not be sufficient current
in the upper- and mid-sections of the estuary to flush out anoxic mud. The pressure of
seawater entering the Maketu entrance inhibits the ability of the water from Ford’s Cuts to
generate enough current to flush out the upper estuary (see DHI report, Figure D-11). The
two water systems which exist in the Maketu estuary can be seen in the photos and
graphics of the estuary provided in the report i.e. one body of water enters and exits the
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estuary through the estuary mouth and the other enters through Ford’s Cuts and drains only
slowly toward the mouth during low tide, taking 4 hours to travel 4km to the entrance.
Introducing additional sediment-loaded water (especially during high rainfall events) from
the river will only have a negative effect and there is a potential for an increase in anoxic
mud as the sediment and algae settle in the estuary. Under this proposal, the anoxic mud in
the upper- to mid-estuary may spread further towards the mid and lower parts of the
estuary.
The proposed additional water entering the Ford’s Cuts will have increase the current speed
in the Ford’s Cuts (when the gates are open), but once the water reaches the end of the
Cuts this water will dissipate as all water bodies do when entering a delta (in this case, the
upper estuary). Therefore, Figure 7-44 (DHI report) is misleading and the current velocity in
the estuary won’t change enough for any benefits to occur. We can see in Figure G-1
(Appendix G of the DHI report) that there is a lack of current through the Ford’s Cuts at low
tide. This is the time when a current would have the greatest efficacy in deepening or
widening channels. Also see Figure 6 of the Economos report which incorrectly assumes the
proposal will increase the current speeds within the estuary.
Negative Impacts:
As we all agree, before 1994 mainly salt water entered the estuary (through the estuary
mouth). Since 1994, there have been many negative impacts on the upper- to mid-parts of
the estuary. The most obvious to me has been the build-up of anoxic mud, and a reduction
in the average cockle size in the mid-estuary, which is where I’ve gathered cockles since
1973. The cockles have reduced in size and are often covered in sea lettuce, which appears
to thrive on nutrients from the river and has increased in abundance following the diversion.
I have observed that once sea lettuce starts to grow, fine silt is trapped, which covers the
cockles. On occasions I have taken a rake to where I have always collected cockles to clear
the sea lettuce. This has a positive impact for a short period of time but it’s a losing battle.
If this proposal goes ahead the sea lettuce problem will be exacerbated due to the
additional nutrients from the river entering the estuary. There will not be the current in the
upper- to mid-estuary to flush the additional sediment and nutrients away to the lowerestuary and out to sea through the Maketu entrance. I believe Figures 7-44 and 9-22 of the
DHI report are incorrect because the gates at Ford’s Cuts only open after the tide has
already started to flow in at the Maketu Estuary mouth.
Other matters of concern are:
- There will be an increased in faecal coliforms of 55% (Table 9-18 through to Table 9-21 of
the DHI report).
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- The water from the Kaituna River is polluted with higher bacteria, nitrogen, phosphorous,
and other nutrients (Sections 4.8.3 & 4.9.1 of the AEE) and should not be introduced into
the Maketu Estuary
- The increased water flow through the Fords Cut to the upper estuary will not reduce the
sedimentation of the upper-estuary. In fact it will likely increase the rate of sedimentation.
- Oxygen and nutrient levels won’t improve as there won’t be the predicted increase in
water flow. The overall volume of water entering the estuary won’t increase, thus no
flushing will take place to cause the positive benefits expressed in Sections 8.8.3, 8.8.4,
8.9.3, 8.9.4 of the AEE.
- Refer to Section 8.8.4. of the AEE: there will be a negative effect from nutrients because
there will be no flushing out of the anoxic mud in the upper estuary and, actually, there will
be an increase due to the increased sedimentation from the extra river water entering the
upper-estuary.
- Major negatives are being glossed over in Section 8.8.5. of the AEE. The increased bacterial
loading will result in shellfish more frequently exceeding food safety guidelines – this is a
huge negative, especially when considered in the context of the project’s stated goals and
should not be accepted as an outcome of the proposal.
Additional problem overlooked:
Currently, much of the water being pumped from the Ford Canal, which runs along Ford Rd
flows out to sea through the Te Tumu Cut. Under this proposal this nutrient rich water from
the surrounding farmland will feed straight into the Fords Cut and go directly into the upper
estuary. This will have a negative effect of the ecology of the estuary.
Sedimentation:
Since the existing gates on Ford’s Cuts were put in place, sedimentation in the upper- and
mid-estuary has increased (i.e. become worse) and sedimentation of the estuary will
continue to worsen with the addition of yet more river water. The increased current in
Ford’s Cuts will likely scour out the 600 meter length of the Cuts (especially near Ford Road)
and this sediment will be deposited in the upper estuary.
Forced Sale of Land to Create Wetlands:
Forcing a sale under the Public Works Act to create wetlands will set a precedent which
should not be allowed to take place. The Council should not be able to use the Public Works
Act to acquire land for this project. They do not require a forced sale to achieve their goal
of letting additional water through the Ford’s Cut. I think it is vital for private property
rights to be observed and any land that may be required needs to be acquired as and when
the properties become available for purchase.
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Boat Ramp:
The reduced river flow through the existing Te Tumu cut will have a negative impact on
river-users, particularly boaties. The Council should not be encouraging the river mouth to
be used more than it is currently because of safety issues. There are times, even under the
current conditions, when it is not advisable for boats to use the Te Tumu Cut because it is
too too shallow. Under this proposal the mouth at Te Tumu will be hazardous more often.
I strongly object to any of the existing Kaituna River bed being filled-in and there is little
reference to the ecological effects of this or of constructing the new car park and boat ramp.
Filling of this area will have more than a minor effect. This part of the proposal is a major
work in its own right. This area is important to fish and an important bird habitat and
provides refuge to fish and birds from the strong currents of the Kaituna River. Public
access to what is now Ford’s Island will have a negative impact on the environment.
Creation of Wetlands:
The Council has had many opportunities to increase the size of the wetlands in the lower
Kaituna catchment as farms in the area have come up for sale recently. I have pointed this
out to the Council on many occasions, but they have refused to follow-up on this idea or
acknowledge its merit. The money saved from not going ahead with this proposal would be
better spent on acquiring all the land surrounding the Maketu Estuary over the next 20 to
30 years as the land comes up for sale.
Flooding:
Flood events around the Maketu Estuary may increase. Extreme weather events occur
during the following weather pattern: strong northeasterly winds coinciding with heavy rain.
Currently, when this weather pattern happens the water level in the Ford’s Cuts can rise to
1 meter above mean high tide because the northeasterly gale inhibits the water from exiting
the Maketu entrance. The longer the northeasterly blows and the more rain falls in the
Kaituna catchment the higher the water level becomes in the estuary. A proposed fourfold
increase in water in the upper estuary may likely result in a water level increase greater than
the 1 meter increase I have observed. The proposal provides data for an adverse weather
event that occurred on 16 April 2013 (see Figure E-5 of DHI report) but this is minor in
comparison to what can happen. See also Section 8.5 of the AEE (Flooding and Drainage,
Figure 8-6) and Figure E-5 of the DHI report.
Use of Fill:
I object to spoil from the widening of Ford’s Cuts, the removal of the causeways, and the
cutting of a 600m channel through Titschmarsh farm being used as fill to increase the
elevation of part of the Titschmarsh farm and the Brain farm north of Ford’s Cuts (which is
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misleadingly shown as all being restored as wetland on the project plans). Spoil should be
taken to an area which doesn’t have the potential to be restored as wetland in the future.
Positive Ecological Effects as stated in the AEE:
Flushing out algae: I believe this goal will not be achieved (see above).
Improved food supply: Cockles are likely to continue to decrease in size and quantity as
more anoxic mud is likely to settle due to additional sedimentation (see above).
Increase seagrass: seagrass is not likely to increase due to additional siltation of the upper
estuary.
Improved dissolved oxygen levels: unlikely to occur.
Increase in wetland area for bird habitat: The major problem with the project will be the
impact from people and dogs having access to an area which has currently very limited
public access. Birds in the upper estuary are currently not disturbed by the public and under
this proposal they will be.
Stated ‘Benefit of the Proposasl’
Again if the ‘Benefits of the Project’ (Section 2.6 of the AEE) are looked at it can be seen that
the proposal has very few benefits that are of low magnitude. It is unfortunate that the
local community have been misled during consultation by unsubstantiated claims that there
will be improvements resulting from this proposal. These are the stated significant
improvements:
-

-

-

-

the flushing of algae.... As I have highlighted due to the tidal flows and unique
hydrology of the river, estuary and Maketu entrance no flushing will occur. In
fact there is likely to be an increase in algae
improved food supply.... As explained above the food supply may decrease in the
estuary.
an increased likelihood of seagrass.... if this is based on the same misguided
assumptions who knows what the outcome on seagrass will be. If the council
considered seagrass to be important to the estuary they can at any time start
transplanting it.
improved dissolved oxygen levels.... Probably incorrect and there is a high risk of
the opposite being more likely.
the increase in wetland area.... I agree wetlands will be of benefit, but there
would be a greater value in the council over time purchasing all the surrounding
farmland for the cost of this project.
Significant reduction in the erosion.... not sure about this being identified as one
of the top ten benefits.
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-

-

Maintenance of the Te Tumu Cut.... This proposal will reduce the river flowing
through the Te Tumu Cut by about 20%, which is significant and will reduce the
navigability of the Te Tumu Cut. I’m not sure about the wisdom of encouraging
boaties to use the Te Tumu Cut, because even the current condition can be
unsafe.
Improved recreational opportunities.... This will have a major negative effect on
the bird life in the area where currently there is limited human activity and no
easy public access.

Consultation:
In reference to Part 7: Consultation and Engagement. I would like to highlight the lack of
consultation with those who have not supported this project. The Council (i.e. the project)
would have likely benefited if they considered many of the points suggested to them. I have
written to the Council in the past year and am yet to receive any response to the concerns
raised.
I believe the Council has not been honest with the local community about the benefits of
the existing diversion through the Ford’s Cuts and has provided misleading information
about the current proposal. Local people are desperate for something to happen to the
Maketu Estuary, but this proposal will not satisfy the needs of the estuary and those who
rely on it.
The only two environmental improvements relating to this proposal are the potential
creation of wetlands (even though I strongly object to a forced sale) and the opening up of
the Papahikahawai Lagoon, which could be achieved currently if genuine consultation was
undertaken with the adjacent land owner.
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